AVVISO DI SEMINARIO

Si comunica che venerdì 02 marzo 2018 a partire dalle ore 10.00 si terrà presso l’aula F2 (via Mesiano 77) il seguente seminario

**Vibrations in discrete and continuous gyro-elastic media**

Dr Michael Nieves

*School of Computing and Mathematics, Keele University*

We discuss some discrete and continuous models for elastic media that utilise chirality to control vibrations and produce surprising dynamic phenomena.

We first consider an chiral elastic triangular lattice with gyroscopic spinners attached to the junctions. We show if the array of spinners is non-uniform then it is possible to identify exponentially localised uni-directional waveforms propagating within the lattice in the high-frequency regime [1]. In addition, it is illustrated that by tuning the properties of this chiral medium the path of this waveform and the frequency at which it occurs can be controlled.

Next, we investigate the "gyro-beam", which is a beam with a continuous distribution of stored angular momentum [2]. This distribution is represented by the gyricity parameter appearing in the associated governing equations. We investigate the dynamic behaviour of this element and show that when the gyricity is high, its eigenfrequencies cluster in the low-frequency regime. This can be exploited to design an efficient support system of resonators for frame-like civil engineering structures exposed to seismic vibrations [3].

In the final part of the talk, we consider a system represented by the interaction between Euler Bernoulli beams and gyroscopic spinners [4]. For the beams, we derive a novel chiral boundary condition embedding this interaction, which is referred to as a gyro-hinge, under the assumption the nutation angles of the spinners are small. We show this condition leads to the coupling of flexural waves with rotational motion in the time-harmonic regime, where it is also demonstrated how the spinner properties dramatically influence the eigenfrequencies of the system. The formulation is then extended to investigate an infinite system of beams connected by periodically placed gyro-hinges. One drawback in the formulation of the gyro-beam is that the gyricity parameter appearing in the governing equations, which couples the transverse motions of the beam, is not defined in terms of physical quantities. Hence the construction of such an element is impossible in practice. We give an interpretation of this parameter in terms of the physical properties of the beams and gyroscopic spinners comprising the infinite periodic system.
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